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Short Description

GxL Silk Stepped Tee A collectors limited edition, elevated Tee! This beautifully cut tee enhances
Cinthia Sifa Mulanga’s enchanting artwork entitled, Transfixed 2022. This tailored take on a straight cut
silk tee with fine and subtle detailing makes for an iconic and stand out wardrobe piece. Garment
Details: Round scoop neckline with binding detail finish Keyhole opening with button fastening at the
back Unfitted boxy straight cut tee with just above elbow sleeves Stepped side seam detailing with a
longer back hem and shorter front Front length - above crotch length. Back length - below crotch
length Inserted shoulder pads Colours: Ochre, copper, gold, chocolate Fabric: 100 % Silk Cinthia Sifa
Mulanga wears a size 32 small. Unfitted Tee. Fits true to size. Wash Care: Dry clean only. Cool
iron/steam only. Sizing Guide Price: R4950 (Including VAT) Kindly note this item is available for pre-
order with an expected shipping delivery in 7 weeks. We’ll be in touch.



Description

GxL Silk Stepped Tee

A collectors limited edition, elevated Tee! This beautifully cut tee enhances Cinthia Sifa Mulanga’s
enchanting artwork entitled, Transfixed 2022. This tailored take on a straight cut silk tee with fine and
subtle detailing makes for an iconic and stand out wardrobe piece. 

Garment Details:

Round scoop neckline with binding detail finish
Keyhole opening with button fastening at the back 
Unfitted boxy straight cut tee with just above elbow sleeves  
Stepped side seam detailing with a longer back hem and shorter front
Front length - above crotch length. Back length - below crotch length
Inserted shoulder pads 

Colours: Ochre, copper, gold, chocolate 

Fabric: 100 % Silk 

Cinthia Sifa Mulanga wears a size 32 small. Unfitted Tee. Fits true to size. 

Wash Care: Dry clean only. Cool iron/steam only.

Sizing Guide

Price: R4950 (Including VAT)

Kindly note this item is available for pre-order with an expected shipping delivery in 7 weeks.
We’ll be in touch.

Additional Information

Medium 100 % Silk

Artist Cinthia Sifa Mulanga


